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Rather than enjoying a good book behind a mug of coffee in the afternoon, instead
they juggled past some harmful virus inside their computer. Software Receiver Design
Build Your Own Digital Communication System In Five Easy Steps is affable in our
digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can download it
instantly. Our digital library saves in fused countries, allowing you to acquire the
most less latency time to download any of our books bearing in mind this one. Merely
said, the Software Receiver Design Build Your Own Digital Communication System In
Five Easy Steps is universally compatible gone any devices to read.

Digital Communications Michael Rice 2009 This text uses the principles of discretetime signal processing to introduce and analyze digital communications - connecting
continuous-time and discrete-time ideas. The text brings under one cover the
theoretical and practical issues from discrete-time signal processing, discrete-time
filter design, multi-rate discrete-time processing, estimation theory, signal space
analysis, numerical algorithms - all focused on digital communications. A useful
reference for programmers.
Exploring Raspberry Pi Derek Molloy 2016-06-13 Expand Raspberry Pi capabilities
with fundamental engineering principles Exploring Raspberry Pi is the innovators
guide to bringing Raspberry Pi to life. This book favors engineering principles over
a 'recipe' approach to give you the skills you need to design and build your own
projects. You'll understand the fundamental principles in a way that transfers to
any type of electronics, electronic modules, or external peripherals, using a
"learning by doing" approach that caters to both beginners and experts. The book
begins with basic Linux and programming skills, and helps you stock your inventory
with common parts and supplies. Next, you'll learn how to make parts work together
to achieve the goals of your project, no matter what type of components you use. The
companion website provides a full repository that structures all of the code and
scripts, along with links to video tutorials and supplementary content that takes
you deeper into your project. The Raspberry Pi's most famous feature is its
adaptability. It can be used for thousands of electronic applications, and using the
Linux OS expands the functionality even more. This book helps you get the most from
your Raspberry Pi, but it also gives you the fundamental engineering skills you need
to incorporate any electronics into any project. Develop the Linux and programming
skills you need to build basic applications Build your inventory of parts so you can
always "make it work" Understand interfacing, controlling, and communicating with
almost any component Explore advanced applications with video, audio, real-world
interactions, and more Be free to adapt and create with Exploring Raspberry Pi.
Software Receiver Design C. Richard Johnson, Jr 2011-08-18 Have you ever wanted to
know how modern digital communications systems work? Find out with this step-by-step
guide to building a complete digital radio that includes every element of a typical,
real-world communication system. Chapter by chapter, you will create a MATLAB
realization of the various pieces of the system, exploring the key ideas along the

way, as well as analyzing and assessing the performance of each component. Then, in
the final chapters, you will discover how all the parts fit together and interact as
you build the complete receiver. In addition to coverage of crucial issues, such as
timing, carrier recovery and equalization, the text contains over 400 practical
exercises, providing invaluable preparation for industry, where wireless
communications and software radio are becoming increasingly important. A variety of
extra resources are also provided online, including lecture slides and a solutions
manual for instructors.
Digital Health Alan Godfrey 2021-07-06 Digital Health: Exploring Use and
Integration of Wearables is the first book to show how and why engineering theory is
used to solve real-world clinical applications, considering the knowledge and
lessons gathered during many international projects. This book provides a pragmatic
A to Z guide on the design, deployment and use of wearable technologies for
laboratory and remote patient assessment, aligning the shared interests of diverse
professions to meet with a common goal of translating engineering theory to modern
clinical practice. It offers multidisciplinary experiences to guide engineers where
no clinically advice and expertise may be available. Entering the domain of
wearables in healthcare is notoriously difficult as projects and ideas often fail to
deliver due to the lack of clinical understanding, i.e., what do healthcare
professionals and patients really need? This book provides engineers and computer
scientists with the clinical guidance to ensure their novel work successfully
translates to inform real-world clinical diagnosis, treatment and management.
Presents the first guide for wearable technologies in a multidisciplinary and
translational manner Helps engineers design real-world applications to help them
better understand theory and drive pragmatic clinical solutions Combines the
expertise of engineers and clinicians in one go-to guide, accessible to all
Entrepreneurship Marc H. Meyer 2010-12-09 This book shows students how to build
successful new enterprises: to conceive, plan, and execute on a new venture idea.
Based on research findings, the authors' own experiences and their work with dozens
of young entrepreneurial companies, the book shows how innovation is inextricably
linked with entrepreneurship. It breaks down all the key steps necessary for
success, provides in-depth cases of companies from a variety of industries (with a
focus on technology firms), and includes Reader Exercises at the end of each chapter
that can be used for team activities.
Modern Communications Receiver Design and Technology Cornell Drentea 2010 This
comprehensive sourcebook thoroughly explores the state-of-the-art in communications
receivers, providing detailed practical guidance for constructing an actual high
dynamic range receiver from system design to packaging. You also find clear
explanations of the technical underpinnings that you need to understand for your
work in the field . This cutting-edge reference presents the latest information on
modern superheterodyne receivers, dynamic range, mixers, oscillators, complex
coherent synthesizers, automatic gain control, DSP and software radios.You find indepth discussions on system design, including coverage of all pertinent data and
tools. Moreover, the book offers you a solid understanding of packaging and
mechanical considerations, as well as a look at tomorrowOCOs receiver technology,
including new Bragg-cell applications for ultra-wideband electronic warfare
receivers. This one-stop resource is packed with over 300 illustrations that support
critical topics throughout."
Programming Embedded Systems Michael Barr 2006 Authored by two of the leading
authorities in the field, this guide offers readers the knowledge and skills needed
to achieve proficiency with embedded software.
Software-Defined Radio for Engineers Alexander M. Wyglinski 2018-04-30 Based on the
popular Artech House classic, Digital Communication Systems Engineering with
Software-Defined Radio, this book provides a practical approach to quickly learning
the software-defined radio (SDR) concepts needed for work in the field. This up-to-

date volume guides readers on how to quickly prototype wireless designs using SDR
for real-world testing and experimentation. This book explores advanced wireless
communication techniques such as OFDM, LTE, WLA, and hardware targeting. Readers
will gain an understanding of the core concepts behind wireless hardware, such as
the radio frequency front-end, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters,
as well as various processing technologies. Moreover, this volume includes chapters
on timing estimation, matched filtering, frame synchronization message decoding, and
source coding. The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is explained and
details about HDL code generation and deployment are provided. The book concludes
with coverage of the WLAN toolbox with OFDM beacon reception and the LTE toolbox
with downlink reception. Multiple case studies are provided throughout the book.
Both MATLAB and Simulink source code are included to assist readers with their
projects in the field.
Digital Communication Systems Engineering with Software-Defined Radio Alexander M.
Wyglinski 2013-01-01 "This unique resource provides you with a practical approach to
quickly learning the software-defined radio concepts you need to know for your work
in the field. By prototyping and evaluating actual digital communication systems
capable of performing "over-the-air" wireless data transmission and reception, this
volume helps you attain a first-hand understanding of critical design trade-offs and
issues. Moreover you gain a sense of the actual "real-world" operational behavior of
these systems. With the purchase of the book, you gain access to several ready-made
Simulink experiments at the publisher's website. This collection of laboratory
experiments, along with several examples, enables you to successfully implement the
designs discussed the book in a short period of time. These files can be executed
using MATLAB version R2011b or later. "
InfoWorld 1993-09-27 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people,
companies, and projects.
PC Mag 1995-09-12 PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labsbased, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more
from technology.
Theory and Design of Digital Communication Systems Tri T. Ha 2010-10-28 Providing
the underlying principles of digital communication and the design techniques of realworld systems, this textbook prepares senior undergraduate and graduate students for
the engineering practices required in industry. Covering the core concepts,
including modulation, demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it provides
step-by-step mathematical derivations to aid understanding of background material.
In addition to describing the basic theory, the principles of system and subsystem
design are introduced, enabling students to visualize the intricate connections
between subsystems and understand how each aspect of the design supports the overall
goal of achieving reliable communications. Throughout the book, theories are linked
to practical applications with over 250 real-world examples, whilst 370 varied
homework problems in three levels of difficulty enhance and extend the text
material. With this textbook, students can understand how digital communication
systems operate in the real world, learn how to design subsystems, and evaluate endto-end performance with ease and confidence.
Build your own 2D Game Engine and Create Great Web Games Kelvin Sung 2015-10-13
Build Your Own 2D Game Engine and Create Great Web Games teaches you how to develop
your own web-based game engine step-by-step, allowing you to create a wide variety
of online videogames that can be played in common web browsers. Chapters include
examples and projects that gradually increase in complexity while introducing a
ground-up design framework, providing you with the foundational concepts needed to
build fun and engaging 2D games. By the end of this book you will have created a
complete prototype level for a side scrolling action platform game and will be

prepared to begin designing additional levels and games of your own. This book
isolates and presents relevant knowledge from software engineering, computer
graphics, mathematics, physics, game development, game mechanics, and level design
in the context of building a 2D game engine from scratch. The book then derives and
analyzes the source code needed to implement thes e concepts based on HTML5,
JavaScript, and WebGL. After completing the projects you will understand the coreconcepts and implementation details of a typical 2D game engine and you will be
familiar with a design and prototyping methodology you can use to create game levels
and mechanics that are fun and engaging for players. You will gain insights into the
many ways software design and creative design must work together to deliver the best
game experiences, and you will have access to a versatile 2D game engine that you
can expand upon or utilize directly to build your own 2D games that can be played
online from anywhere. • Assists the reader in understanding the core-concepts behind
a 2D game engine • Guides the reader in building a functional game engine based on
these concepts • Lead s the reader in exploring the interplay between technical
design and game experience design • Teaches the reader how to build their own 2D
games that can be played across internet via popular browsers
Emerging Technologies for Construction Delivery John J. Hannon 2007-01-01
Mobile Terminal Receiver Design Sajal Kumar Das 2017-05-01 Combines in one volume
the basics of evolving radio access technologies and their implementation in mobile
phones Reviews the evolution of radio access technologies (RAT) used in mobile
phones and then focuses on the technologies needed to implement the LTE (Long term
evolution) capability Coverage includes the architectural aspects of the RF and
digital baseband parts before dealing in more detail with some of the hardware
implementation Unique coverage of design parameters and operation details for LTE-A
phone transceiver Discusses design of multi-RAT Mobile with the consideration of
cost and form factors Provides in one book a review of the evolution of radio access
technologies and a good overview of LTE and its implementation in a handset Unveils
the concepts and research updates of 5G technologies and the internal hardware and
software of a 5G phone
Software Receiver Design C. Richard Johnson, Jr 2011-08-18 Have you ever wanted to
know how modern digital communications systems work? Find out with this step-by-step
guide to building a complete digital radio that includes every element of a typical,
real-world communication system. Chapter by chapter, you will create a MATLAB
realization of the various pieces of the system, exploring the key ideas along the
way, as well as analyzing and assessing the performance of each component. Then, in
the final chapters, you will discover how all the parts fit together and interact as
you build the complete receiver. In addition to coverage of crucial issues, such as
timing, carrier recovery and equalization, the text contains over 400 practical
exercises, providing invaluable preparation for industry, where wireless
communications and software radio are becoming increasingly important. A variety of
extra resources are also provided online, including lecture slides and a solutions
manual for instructors.
Deep Work Cal Newport 2016-01-05 Read the Wall Street Journal Bestseller for
"cultivating intense focus" for fast, powerful performance results for achieving
success and true meaning in one's professional life (Adam Grant, author of Give and
Take). Deep work is the ability to focus without distraction on a cognitively
demanding task. It's a skill that allows you to quickly master complicated
information and produce better results in less time. Deep Work will make you better
at what you do and provide the sense of true fulfillment that comes from
craftsmanship. In short, deep work is like a super power in our increasingly
competitive twenty-first century economy. And yet, most people have lost the ability
to go deep-spending their days instead in a frantic blur of e-mail and social media,
not even realizing there's a better way. In Deep Work, author and professor Cal
Newport flips the narrative on impact in a connected age. Instead of arguing

distraction is bad, he instead celebrates the power of its opposite. Dividing this
book into two parts, he first makes the case that in almost any profession,
cultivating a deep work ethic will produce massive benefits. He then presents a
rigorous training regimen, presented as a series of four "rules," for transforming
your mind and habits to support this skill. 1. Work Deeply 2. Embrace Boredom 3.
Quit Social Media 4. Drain the Shallows A mix of cultural criticism and actionable
advice, Deep Work takes the reader on a journey through memorable stories-from Carl
Jung building a stone tower in the woods to focus his mind, to a social media
pioneer buying a round-trip business class ticket to Tokyo to write a book free from
distraction in the air-and no-nonsense advice, such as the claim that most serious
professionals should quit social media and that you should practice being bored.
Deep Work is an indispensable guide to anyone seeking focused success in a
distracted world. An Amazon Best Book of 2016 Pick in Business & Leadership Wall
Street Journal Business Bestseller A Business Book of the Week at 800-CEO-READ
Build Your Own Transistor Radios Ronald Quan 2012-11-22 A DIY guide to designing
and building transistor radios Create sophisticated transistor radios that are
inexpensive yet highly efficient. Build Your Own Transistor Radios: A Hobbyist’s
Guide to High-Performance and Low-Powered Radio Circuits offers complete projects
with detailed schematics and insights on how the radios were designed. Learn how to
choose components, construct the different types of radios, and troubleshoot your
work. Digging deeper, this practical resource shows you how to engineer innovative
devices by experimenting with and radically improving existing designs. Build Your
Own Transistor Radios covers: Calibration tools and test generators TRF,
regenerative, and reflex radios Basic and advanced superheterodyne radios Coil-less
and software-defined radios Transistor and differential-pair oscillators Filter and
amplifier design techniques Sampling theory and sampling mixers In-phase,
quadrature, and AM broadcast signals Resonant, detector, and AVC circuits Image
rejection and noise analysis methods This is the perfect guide for electronics
hobbyists and students who want to delve deeper into the topic of radio. Make Great
Stuff! TAB, an imprint of McGraw-Hill Professional, is a leading publisher of DIY
technology books for makers, hackers, and electronics hobbyists.
Principles of Digital Communication
How People Learn National Research Council 2000-08-11 First released in the Spring
of 1999, How People Learn has been expanded to show how the theories and insights
from the original book can translate into actions and practice, now making a real
connection between classroom activities and learning behavior. This edition includes
far-reaching suggestions for research that could increase the impact that classroom
teaching has on actual learning. Like the original edition, this book offers
exciting new research about the mind and the brain that provides answers to a number
of compelling questions. When do infants begin to learn? How do experts learn and
how is this different from non-experts? What can teachers and schools do-with
curricula, classroom settings, and teaching methods--to help children learn most
effectively? New evidence from many branches of science has significantly added to
our understanding of what it means to know, from the neural processes that occur
during learning to the influence of culture on what people see and absorb. How
People Learn examines these findings and their implications for what we teach, how
we teach it, and how we assess what our children learn. The book uses exemplary
teaching to illustrate how approaches based on what we now know result in in-depth
learning. This new knowledge calls into question concepts and practices firmly
entrenched in our current education system. Topics include: How learning actually
changes the physical structure of the brain. How existing knowledge affects what
people notice and how they learn. What the thought processes of experts tell us
about how to teach. The amazing learning potential of infants. The relationship of
classroom learning and everyday settings of community and workplace. Learning needs
and opportunities for teachers. A realistic look at the role of technology in

education.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 1999
RF Front-End: World Class Designs Janine Love 2009-03-13 All the design and
development inspiration and direction a harware engineer needs in one blockbuster
book! Janine Love site editor for RF Design Line,columnist, and author has selected
the very best RF design material from the Newnes portfolio and has compiled it into
this volume. The result is a book covering the gamut of RF front end design from
antenna and filter design fundamentals to optimized layout techniques with a strong
pragmatic emphasis. In addition to specific design techniques and practices, this
book also discusses various approaches to solving RF front end design problems and
how to successfully apply theory to actual design tasks. The material has been
selected for its timelessness as well as for its relevance to contemporary RF front
end design issues. Contents: Chapter 1 Radio waves and propagation Chapter 2 RF
Front End Design Chapter 3 Radio Transmission Fundamentals Chapter 4 Advanced
Architectures Chapter 5 RF Power Amplifiers Chapter 6 RF Amplifiers CHAPTER 7 Basics
of PA Design Chapter 8 Power Amplifiers Chapter 9 RF/IF Circuits Chapter 10 Filters
Chapter 11 Transmission Lines and PCBs as Filters Chapter 12 Tuning and Matching
Chapter 13 Impedance Matching Chapter 14 RF Power Linearization Techniques *Handpicked content selected by Janine Love, RF DesignLine site editor and author *Proven
best design practices for antennas, filters, and layout *Case histories and design
examples get you off and running on your current project
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 1979 Lists citations with abstracts for
aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents
that have recently been entered into the NASA Scientific and Technical Information
Database.
Radio Receivers for Systems of Fixed and Mobile Communications Vasiliy V. Logvinov
AWS All-in-one Security Guide Adrin Mukherjee 2021-12-30 Learn to build robust
security controls for the infrastructure, data, and applications in the AWS Cloud.
KEY FEATURES ? Takes a comprehensive layered security approach that covers major usecases. ? Covers key AWS security features leveraging the CLI and Management Console.
? Step-by-step instructions for all topics with graphical illustrations. ? Relevant
code samples written in JavaScript (for Node.js runtime). DESCRIPTION If you're
looking for a comprehensive guide to Amazon Web Services (AWS) security, this book
is for you. With the help of this book, cloud professionals and the security team
will learn how to protect their cloud infrastructure components and applications
from external and internal threats. The book uses a comprehensive layered security
approach to look into the relevant AWS services in each layer and discusses how to
use them. It begins with an overview of the cloud's shared responsibility model and
how to effectively use the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) service to
configure identities and access controls for various services and components. The
subsequent chapter covers AWS infrastructure security, data security, and AWS
application layer security. Finally, the concluding chapters introduce the various
logging, monitoring, and auditing services available in AWS, and the book ends with
a chapter on AWS security best practices. By the end, as readers, you will gain the
knowledge and skills necessary to make informed decisions and put in place security
controls to create AWS application ecosystems that are highly secure. WHAT YOU WILL
LEARN ? Learn to create a layered security architecture and employ defense in depth.
? Master AWS IAM and protect APIs. ? Use AWS WAF, AWS Secrets Manager, and AWS
Systems Manager Parameter Store. ? Learn to secure data in Amazon S3, EBS, DynamoDB,
and RDS using AWS Key Management Service. ? Secure Amazon VPC, filter IPs, use
Amazon Inspector, use ECR image scans, etc. ? Protect cloud infrastructure from DDoS
attacks and use AWS Shield. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR The book is intended for cloud
architects and security professionals interested in delving deeper into the AWS
cloud's security ecosystem and determining the optimal way to leverage AWS security
features. Working knowledge of AWS and its core services is necessary. TABLE OF

CONTENTS 1. Introduction to Security in AWS 2. Identity And Access Management 3.
Infrastructure Security 4. Data Security 5. Application Security 6. Logging,
Monitoring, And Auditing 7. Security Best Practices
A Software-Defined GPS and Galileo Receiver Kai Borre 2007-08-03 This book explore
the use of new technologies in the area of satellite navigation receivers. In order
to construct a reconfigurable receiver with a wide range of applications, the
authors discuss receiver architecture based on software-defined radio techniques.
The presentation unfolds in a user-friendly style and goes from the basics to
cutting-edge research. The book is aimed at applied mathematicians, electrical
engineers, geodesists, and graduate students. It may be used as a textbook in
various GPS technology and signal processing courses, or as a self-study reference
for anyone working with satellite navigation receivers.
Popular Mechanics 1985-02 Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or
the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
Computers & Electronics 1984
BIM Handbook Rafael Sacks 2018-07-03 Discover BIM: A better way to build better
buildings Building Information Modeling (BIM) offers a novel approach to design,
construction, and facility management in which a digital representation of the
building product and process is used to facilitate the exchange and interoperability
of information in digital format. BIM is beginning to change the way buildings look,
the way they function, and the ways in which they are designed and built. The BIM
Handbook, Third Edition provides an in-depth understanding of BIM technologies, the
business and organizational issues associated with its implementation, and the
profound advantages that effective use of BIM can provide to all members of a
project team. Updates to this edition include: Information on the ways in which
professionals should use BIM to gain maximum value New topics such as collaborative
working, national and major construction clients, BIM standards and guides A
discussion on how various professional roles have expanded through the widespread
use and the new avenues of BIM practices and services A wealth of new case studies
that clearly illustrate exactly how BIM is applied in a wide variety of conditions
Painting a colorful and thorough picture of the state of the art in building
information modeling, the BIM Handbook, Third Edition guides readers to successful
implementations, helping them to avoid needless frustration and costs and take full
advantage of this paradigm-shifting approach to construct better buildings that
consume fewer materials and require less time, labor, and capital resources.
Introduction to Communication Systems Upamanyu Madhow 2014-11-24 An accessible
undergraduate textbook introducing key fundamental principles behind modern
communication systems, supported by exercises, software problems and lab exercises.
Principles of Modern Communication Systems Samuel O. Agbo 2017-02-28 An accessible,
yet mathematically rigorous, one-semester textbook, engaging students through use of
problems, examples, and applications.
Multirate Signal Processing For Communication Systems Harris 2007-09 This Book
Provides The Communications Engineer Involved In The Physical Layer Of
Communications Systems, The Signal Processing Techniques And Design Tools Needed To
Develop Efficient Algorithms For The Design Of Various Systems. These Systems
Include Satellite Modems, Cable Modems, Wire-Line Modems, Cell-Phones, Various
Radios, Multi-Channel Receivers, Audio Encoders, Surveillance Receivers, Laboratory
Instruments, And Various Sonar And Radar Systems. The Emphasis Woven Through The
Book Material Is That Of Intuitive Understanding Obtained By The Liberal Use Of
Figures And Examples. The Book Contains Examples Of All These Types Of Systems. The
Book Also Will Contain Matlab Script Files That Implement The Examples As Well As
Design Tools For Filters Similar To The Examples.

GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou for Mobile Devices Ivan G. Petrovski 2014-05-15
Get up to speed on GNSS for mobile applications with this practical guide, including
step-by-step algorithms and key methods for future systems.
Starting Digital Signal Processing in Telecommunication Engineering Tomasz P.
Zieli?ski 2021-01-29 This hands-on, laboratory driven textbook helps readers
understand principles of digital signal processing (DSP) and basics of softwarebased digital communication, particularly software-defined networks (SDN) and
software-defined radio (SDR). In the book only the most important concepts are
presented. Each book chapter is an introduction to computer laboratory and is
accompanied by complete laboratory exercises and ready-to-go Matlab programs with
figures and comments (available at the book webpage and running also in GNU Octave
5.2 with free software packages), showing all or most details of relevant
algorithms. Students are tasked to understand programs, modify them, and apply
presented concepts to recorded real RF signal or simulated received signals, with
modelled transmission condition and hardware imperfections. Teaching is done by
showing examples and their modifications to different real-world telecommunicationlike applications. The book consists of three parts: introduction to DSP (spectral
analysis and digital filtering), introduction to DSP advanced topics (multi-rate,
adaptive, model-based and multimedia - speech, audio, video - signal analysis and
processing) and introduction to software-defined modern telecommunication systems
(SDR technology, analog and digital modulations, single- and multi-carrier systems,
channel estimation and correction as well as synchronization issues). Many real
signals are processed in the book, in the first part – mainly speech and audio,
while in the second part – mainly RF recordings taken from RTL-SDR USB stick and
ADALM-PLUTO module, for example captured IQ data of VOR avionics signal, classical
FM radio with RDS, digital DAB/DAB+ radio and 4G-LTE digital telephony.
Additionally, modelling and simulation of some transmission scenarios are tested in
software in the book, in particular TETRA, ADSL and 5G signals.? Provides an
introduction to digital signal processing and software-based digital communication;
Presents a transition from digital signal processing to software-defined
telecommunication; Features a suite of pedagogical materials including a laboratory
test-bed and computer exercises/experiments??.
Digital and Analog Communication Systems Leon W. Couch 1987 For second and third
year introductory communication systems courses for undergraduates, or an
introductory graduate course. This revision of Couch's authoritative text provides
the latest treatment of digital communication systems. The author balances coverage
of both digital and analog communication systems, with an emphasis on design.
Students will gain a working knowledge of both classical mathematical and personal
computer methods to analyze, design, and simulate modern communication systems.
MATLAB is integrated throughout.
Software Receiver Design: Build Your Own Digital Communications System in Five Easy
Steps Jr C. Johnson 2011 Learn the key concepts and get hands-on experience with
this step-by-step guide to constructing a fully functioning software receiver.
Communications Receivers: DPS, Software Radios, and Design, 3rd Edition Ulrich L.
Rohde 2001 An all-in-one, authoritative guide to receivers of all kinds-the
unrivaled source for engineers and technicians working with radio communications
systems. This updated edition includes DSP techniques and explains the basic
workings of software radios. Covers everything from front end systems to frequency
generators and controllers, and contains hundreds of illustrations, diagrams, and
mathematical equations.
Digital Spectral Analysis S. Lawrence Marple, Jr. 2019-03-20 Digital Spectral
Analysis offers a broad perspective of spectral estimation techniques and their
implementation. Coverage includes spectral estimation of discrete-time or discretespace sequences derived by sampling continuous-time or continuous-space signals. The
treatment emphasizes the behavior of each spectral estimator for short data records

and provides over 40 techniques described and available as implemented MATLAB
functions. In addition to summarizing classical spectral estimation, this text
provides theoretical background and review material in linear systems, Fourier
transforms, matrix algebra, random processes, and statistics. Topics include Prony's
method, parametric methods, the minimum variance method, eigenanalysis-based
estimators, multichannel methods, and two-dimensional methods. Suitable for advanced
undergraduates and graduate students of electrical engineering — and for scientific
use in the signal processing application community outside of universities — the
treatment's prerequisites include some knowledge of discrete-time linear system and
transform theory, introductory probability and statistics, and linear algebra. 1987
edition.
Build Your Own Z80 Computer Steve Ciarcia 1981 Shows how to construct a power
supply, microprocessor, peripheral devices and a CRT terminal and explains the
design considerations of each project
Computerworld 1984-01-30 For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading
source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the
world's largest global IT media network.
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